Addendum: Specialized Bicycles with Septune Shocks

Some Specialized bicycles feature a FOX Racing Shox Septune shock. The Septune has seven on-the-fly ProPedal adjustment settings and externally adjustable rebound damping.

Turning the ProPedal™ adjustment lever (blue) clockwise provides firmer damping, while turning it fully counter-clockwise provides a plusher ride. Fine tune the lever to a setting that suits your riding style.

The rebound adjuster dial (red) can be turned clockwise for slower rebound and counter-clockwise for faster rebound. Fine tune the dial to a setting that suits your riding style.

Air pressure and sag should be set in the same manner as other FOX Racing Shox FLOAT shocks. For additional setup, service and warranty information, refer to the 2005 Rear Shock Owner’s Manual (P/N: 605-00-038).